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When designing a business process, individual agents are assigned to perform tasks based on certain goals
(i.e., designed process goals). However, based on their own interests, real-world agents often have different
goals (i.e., agents’ goals) and thus may behave differently than designed, often resulting in reduced effectiveness or efficiencies of the executed process. Moreover, existing business process research lacks effective
methods for discovering agents’ goals in the actual execution of the designed business processes. To address
this problem, we propose an agent-oriented goal mining approach to modeling, discovering, and analyzing
agents’ goals in executed business processes using historical event logs and domain data. To the best of our
knowledge, our research is the first to adopt the agents’ goal perspective to study inconsistencies between
the design and execution of business processes. Moreover, it also provides a useful tool for stakeholders
to discover real-world agents’ actual goals and thus provides insights for improving the task assignment
mechanism or business process design in general.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A business process is a collection of related, structured activities or tasks to serve a
particular business goal [Smith and Fingar 2003]. When designing a process, various
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individuals or organizations are assigned as agents to perform tasks based on certain
goals (i.e., designed process goals). If the agents are owned by a single authority, managing the business process will be easier. However, the agents often belong to different
organizations with different interests, and their behaviors are usually unobservable
(Abraham and Reddy 2010; Ermolayev et al. 2002; Rasmusson and Janson 1999; Tony
et al. 2004; Yu and Mylopoulos 1994; Yu et al. 1996). The existence of self-interest
within different agents in the business process is inevitable. For each agent, different
goals may coexist (i.e., agent’s goals), and some of them may conflict with those in the
designed process. Thus, they may behave differently than expected in some activities,
often resulting in reduced effectiveness or efficiencies of the executed process. However,
traditional business process management always takes an interorganization workflow
perspective and ignores the feature of self-interest in the business process (Holmes
et al. 2008). Existing business process research lacks effective methods to identify
agents’ goals in actual execution of the designed business processes.
To address this problem, we propose an agent-oriented goal mining approach to better monitor and analyze the agents’ goals in agent-oriented business processes. From
historical event logs and domain data, goal mining can discover models to describe
agents’ goals in the actual execution of business processes. Goal mining refers to extracting knowledge about the goal aspect of agents carrying out tasks. Such knowledge
encompasses the world of motivations, intents, desires, beliefs, alternatives, choices,
and so forth (Jurisica et al. 2004). We use the classical goal reasoning framework
of belief-desire-intention (BDI) logic (Rao and Georgeff 1998) to analyze the agent’s
choices using event logs with domain data from the business process. Each activity can
be seen as a result of rational reasoning by the agents in the BDI framework: according
to the values assigned to the agents’ belief-accessible and desire-accessible worlds, a
particular activity that leads to the intention-accessible worlds is selected.
To the best of our knowledge, our research is the first to adopt the agents’ goal
perspective to study inconsistencies between the design and execution of business
processes. Moreover, it also provides stakeholders a useful tool to discover real-world
agents’ actual goals and thus provides insights for improving the task assignment
mechanism or business process design in general.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works.
Section 3 formulizes the problem. Section 4 provides an algorithm for goal mining in
business processes. A case study is provided in Section 5 to evaluate the proposed approach. The article concludes with contributions and future research plans in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Business Process Mining

The investigation of business process mining, which originates from workflow mining
(Van der Aalst et al. 2004b), sits between data mining and business process modeling and analysis. Process mining seeks to discover, monitor, and improve business
processes by extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s information systems (Van der Aalst 2011). Process mining methods start with event-based
logs—that is, sequentially recording events such that each event refers to an activity
(a well-defined step in some process) and is related to a particular case (a process instance) (Van der Aalst et al. 2012). In these activity-based logs, most process mining
studies are conducted from a control-flow perspective, focusing on the identification of
the order and pattern of activities and finding a good characterization of all possible
paths. The result typically is expressed in terms of a Petri net or some other process
notation (Agrawal et al. 1998; Cook and Wolf 1998; Van der Aalst et al. 2004b).
Recently, more and more attention in process mining studies has been paid to the
domain information that is related to the event logs. These additional data about events
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may also be stored in event logs, such as the actors executing or initiating the activity
or resource elements recorded with the event. Therefore, different perspectives may be
covered by utilizing such extra information (Van der Aalst et al. 2012). For example,
Van der Aalst et al. [2004a] focused on information about the actors executing the
activities recorded in the log and showed the social network. Organizational mining
has also been proposed to show organizational structure by classifying people in terms
of roles and organizational units (Song and Van der Aalst 2008).
Furthermore, information exchange between tasks in the business process, also
known as a dataflow perspective [Sun et al. 2006; Sun and Zhao 2013], is important for
analyzing the business process and deserved to be investigated in the process mining.
Rozinat and Van der Aalst [2006] propose a decision tree–based approach to discover
the rules governing the choices in the process. This approach has some limitations,
such as the failure to deal with event logs with deviating behavior and more complex
control-flow constructs. To address these problems, De Leoni and Van der Aalst [2013]
propose a solution by aligning an event log with data and a process model with decision
points, and claim to be the second study incorporating a dataflow perspective besides
[Rosinat and Van der Aalst 2006].
In those of the pioneer studies incorporating a dataflow perspective into process
mining, the dataflow is analyzed without considering the domain information. These
studies are more suitable for a traditional workflow environment, in which the routing
of tasks and criterion for following a particular path is specified and fixed. However, in
an agent-oriented business process, the task executers are self-interest agents. Instead
of the specified workflow rules, these agents will execute the tasks according to their
own decision by observing their domain environment. As suggested by the theories
of domain-driven data mining [Cao 2010; Cao and Zhang 2007a, 2007b], the domain
feature of self-interest agents can be used to drive the business process mining for
actionable knowledge discovery. Thus, in contrast to prior process mining studies focusing on either a dataflow perspective or domain information, the agent-oriented goal
mining is conducted from both dataflow and domain information.
2.2. Goal Aspect of the Agent-Oriented Business Process

The concept of goal is central in business process modeling and design (De la Vara
González and Diaz 2007; Kueng and Kawalek 1997; Soffer and Wand 2005). It is
included in many definitions of business process (Hammer and Champy 1993; Smith
and Fingar 2003) and applied in business process analytics and applications [Li et al.
2010; Wang and Zhao 2011; Wang et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2013].
In an agent-oriented business process, it should be noted that there are two different
types of goals: the goal of the process and the goal of the agent. The goal of the process
is defined as statements that declare what has to be achieved or avoided by a business
process (Kueng and Kawalek 1997). The widely used business process modeling suites
(e.g., ARIS [Scheer and Schneider 2006]) do not specifically include (process) goals;
however, some studies have recently been carried out to integrate goal modeling into
business process modeling (Bider 2005; Cardoso et al. 2010; Neiger and Churilov 2004).
Koliadis and Ghose [2006] proposed a methodology to relate business process models
(modeled using BPMN) to high-level stakeholder goals (modeled using KAOS). By
decomposing the business goal of the process to a more refined collection of subgoals,
Ghose et al. [2011] proposed a semiautomated algorithm for business process derivation
from goals. Investigations have also been carried out to reason on the achievement
of process goals compliant with laws and regulations (Höhn 2009). Greenwood and
Rimassa [2007] discussed how the structure of common business processes can be
mapped onto goal-oriented models, with agent technology supplying the link from
business goals to executable processes (Burmeister et al. 2008; Jennings et al. 2000).
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Goal modeling has been adopted as an important tool for clarifying the goals behind
business practices.
Each agent in an agent-oriented business process has his own goals that declare what
has to be achieved or avoided by the agent. The agent’s goals may be inconsistent with
the process goals. When executing the tasks in business processes, the agent tends to
fulfill his own goals instead of the process goals. Therefore, identifying and analyzing
the inconsistencies between agents’ goals and process goals is a critical step for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of agent-oriented business process management.
This phenomenon is common in a context of agent-oriented business process, which
has been documented in the literature of supply chain management, financial fraud
management, interorganizational collaboration, and so forth. For example, Abraham
and Reddy [2010] suggest that the workflow management of interdepartment collaboration in patient transfer should consider the inconsistencies between process goals
and the goals of self-interested workers in a hospital. Ballou et al. [2000] analyze the
role of agents’ different goals and self-interested decisions in the interorganizational
coordination of a supply chain and identify the inconsistencies between the agents’
goal and the process goal of supply chain as the challenges for cost improvement in the
entire business process. In a financial business process, identifying the inconsistencies
between the agents’ goal and the process goal is an important step in detecting fraud.
Kingston et al. [2004] suggest the actor’s intended goals as an important concept in
fraud detection and prevention ontologies. Yan et al. [2010] suggest that it is necessary
to identify the supplier’s self-interested goals in a quality inspection business process to
prevent quality disasters because of the inconsistencies between the supplier’s goal and
the goal of the business process. Rasmusson and Janson [1999] analyze how software
agents’ self-interest behavior affects business process management in the context of
electric markets. The important role of agents’ goals can also be found in an example of
scenario modeling and analysis for bank stress testing (Hu et al. 2013). How to capture
different agents’ goals in the agent-oriented business process is an important research
issue (Ermolayev et al. 2002; Tony et al. 2004; Yu and Mylopoulos 1994).
However, as far as we know, process mining literature lacks studies on how to discover
the agent’s goals in business processes. Therefore, we propose to mine the agent’s goals
from a BDI logical framework.
2.3. Belief-Desire-Intention Model

To represent the knowledge with the aid of goal modeling techniques, we need a logic
modeling approach to formalize the model’s algorithms, the data structures, and so
forth. In this research, we use the BDI model, which provides a framework for knowledge representation and rational reasoning in the goal mining process.
The BDI model of human practical reasoning was developed by Bratman [1987] as a
way of explaining future-directed intention. A BDI model can be used to characterize a
rational actor with certain mental attitudes of belief, desire, and intention, representing
the informational, motivational, and deliberative states, respectively. These mental
attitudes determine the system’s behaviors and are critical to achieving adequate or
optimal performance when deliberation is subject to resource bounds (Georgeff and
Rao 1998; Rao and Georgeff 1998).
The BDI model uses the concept of possible world and considers the actual world to
be one of the many possible worlds. For each situation, a set of belief-accessible worlds
is associated with representing those worlds that the agent believes to be possible.
Similarly, the concept of desire-accessible and intention-accessible worlds are used to
represent the possible worlds that the agent desires and intends to bring about. BDI
models have found application in various areas such as diagnosis systems for the space
shuttle, air-traffic management systems, factory process control systems, intelligent
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Table I. Why Use the BDI Model for Agent Goal Mining?
Characteristics of Goal Mining
The subject of goal mining is an agent located
in a dynamic and changing environment.
The subject of goal mining is an agent that
has various choices to do things.
The subject of goal mining is an agent that
has several desires to be achieved.
Because of information asymmetry in the
business process, some information is not
accurate but only estimated.

Features of the BDI System
There are potentially many different ways in which the
BDI system can evolve. The environment of the system
is dynamic and changing.
There potentially are many different actions or
procedures that the system can execute.
There potentially are many different goals that the
system is asked to accomplish. They need not be
consistent with other goals.
The environment can be sensed locally. The system can
receive only partial and uncertain information.

learning systems, and ethical problem-solving systems (Georgeff and Rao 1996; Hall
et al. 2005; Jaques and Vicari 2007; Park and Park 2003; Robbins and Wallace 2007).
Compared to conventional computational decision models, the BDI model has several
advanced features that fit the requirements of an agent’s goal mining, as shown in
Table I. First, the environment of the agent is usually dynamic and changing. Whereas
most computational decision models are designed for static worlds, the BDI model
provides many different ways in which the system can evolve. Second, compared to
most computational models, which are algorithmic, the BDI model has many different
and even conflicting goals to accomplish, as well as different actions to execute. Third,
whereas most computational models are designed with perfect information, the BDI
model can receive information that is partial and uncertain. Overall, these features
motivate us to use the BDI model as the knowledge representation framework for the
agent’s goal mining.
3. AGENT-ORIENTED GOAL MINING

To address the research challenges of mining agents’ goals in business processes, we
propose an agent-oriented goal mining approach. In this section, we first introduce the
related concepts in a research framework. Next, we use a running example to illustrate
the agent-oriented goal mining approach. Finally, we propose the agent-oriented Petri
net and formally define the concepts.
3.1. Research Framework

An agent-oriented business process is a business process where the tasks in the process are executed by self-interested agents. Process goals refer to the statements that
declare what has to be achieved or avoided by the business process, whereas agent
goals refer to the statements that declare what has to be achieved or avoided by the
agent. Agent-oriented goal mining aims to mine the agent’s goals from the event logs
with domain data. The discovered results could be used to check the inconsistencies
between the process goals and agents’ goals and further improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of the process.
Figure 1 illustrates the research framework. In the data collection phase, we collect
not only event logs from process-aware information systems (e.g., a WFM, CRM, ERP,
SCM, or B2B system) but also collect the domain data. The event logs may contain
records on the people executing activities, the time of these activities, and the transactional data involved. The domain data includes the information about the people
involved and their relationships with the transactional data in the business process.
In the model discovery phase, classical process mining approaches (e.g., the αalgorithm [Van der Aalst et al. 2004b]) construct the process model in the form of a
Petri net or other process modeling languages by utilizing the event and its sequences.
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Fig. 1. Research framework.

Based on the discovered process model and additional information, recent advances
in process mining have developed methods to discover more knowledge. For example,
the event logs with dataflow information have been used to reveal the decision rules of
choosing activities after a particular place (the place that leads to different activities
is also called a decision point in the process model) [De Leoni and Van der Aalst 2013;
Rozinat and Van der Aalst 2006].
However, it remains unclear how to mine the knowledge about the agents’ goals
when they are performing the activities. To deal with this problem, we propose “goal
mining” to find “rules” that explain the desired effects of carrying out an activity by an
agent.
With the models discovered in phase 2, we can analyze the business process from a
goal perspective. More specifically, the proposed approach can contribute to business
process analysis as follows:
(1) It provides a foundation to analyze the business goal of the process. By comparing
the process goal with the agents’ goals, this approach can help to check whether
the actual execution of the business process has fulfilled the business goal desired.
(2) It provides a mechanism to monitor the goals of the agents in the business
process. In a business process, an activity is usually assigned to some agent
ACM Transactions on Management Information System, Vol. 5, No. 4, Article 20, Publication date: December 2014.
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Fig. 2. Event logs with domain data.

(individual, organization, robot, etc.) as a task to serve a particular goal. However, the self-interested agent may have different goals than the ones desired. This
approach provides a means to monitor the agents’ goals in performing the tasks.
(3) By identifying the agents’ goals, this approach also helps to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the business process. It could provide decision support in
assigning tasks to candidate agents according to their goals. The conflict between
agents’ goals and the designed goals of the business process can be avoided.
3.2. Running Example

To illustrate the process of discovering agents’ goals in the business process, let us consider an example. A credit institution creates a standardized process to invite external
reviewers to evaluate loan claims. As depicted in Figure 1, three activities are involved
in the process. First, there is an agent to assign a reviewer for every loan request.
Then, a reviewer agent will execute the activity of evaluating the loan claim. Notice
that this role can only be performed by an external reviewer. As well, note that only
external reviewers have the authority or expertise to evaluate the claim, which echoes
a common real-world phenomenon. After the reviewer gives an evaluation, the loan
request will either be assigned to a new reviewer or sent to the payment agent.
The process goal of the whole business process is to pay the loans according to quality
of loan request. The process goal of evaluating the loan claim is to grade the loan request
according only to the quality. Since the process of evaluating the loan claim is executed
by external reviewers, the aim of agent-oriented goal mining is to mine the reviewers’
goals. The discovered results could be used to check whether there are inconsistencies
between the process goal and the reviewers’ goals, and to improve the business process
if there are inconsistencies.
At the data collection phase, both event logs and domain data are collected. Figure 2
sketches their content. As we can see, the event logs are transactional records containing information about the instance ID, activity, performer, and some data that has been
written or revised in the transaction. The domain data includes detailed information
about the request (requester, affiliation, quality, etc.) and the agent involved (the reviewer’s affiliation, his or her busy time, etc.). Using the process mining algorithm and
the decision mining algorithm, we can get the sequences of activities and the decision
rules at decision points.
Now we want to know the agents’ goals when they are performing the activities. In
this case, we focus on the activity of claim evaluation, since this activity is performed by
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external reviewers. When the external reviewers are executing the task of evaluating
claims, they are expected to give their evaluation results based on the proposals’ quality.
However, since the external reviewers are not controlled by the credit institution, they
may evaluate the claims by considering some other elements besides the proposal
quality. As shown in Figure 1, some agents (e.g., Jack, Monica, David . . .) are identified
as the candidate agents for the task of claim evaluation. First, they will consider
whether or not they have time. If they are busy, the evaluation result will be “busy.”
When they are free, they will evaluate the claim according to the proposal quality.
However, Jack and David will also consider the requester’s affiliation in addition to the
proposal quality. If the requester comes from their institution, they will give a “good”
evaluation result even if the proposal quality is not good enough. In the reminder of
this article, we will use this example to describe how to discover these goals.
3.3. Agent-Oriented Petri Net

To illustrate the process of goal mining in a systematic way, we will adapt the semantics
and syntax of DPN-net (Petri nets with data) [De Leoni and Van der Aalst 2013] and
classical BDI logic [Rao and Georgeff 1998] to formalize our research problem.
Definition 1 (AP-Net). An agent-oriented Petri net (AP-net) with domain data is a
5-tuple (P, T, F, Ag, V) where P = {p} is a set of places; T = {t} is a set of transitions;
F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is a set of flow relations (or arcs); Ag = {ag} is a set of agents (ag)
that are involved in the process; and V = {v} is a set of variables that are involved in
the process.
In an AP-net, each agent is located at a place where it will carry out the transition
next to that place. Here we introduce the concept of agent’s state in an AP-net to
represent the value assignment of variables of a case instance at a place in the process.
Definition 2 (Agent’s State in an AP-net). Given an AP-net N = (P, T, F, Ag, V), the
agent’s state s is defined to be a 3-tuple, s = {ag, p, U}, where ag ∈ Ag is the agent,
p ∈ P is the place where the agent is located, and U is a function that defines the values
admissible for each variable v ∈ V—that is, if U(v) = Dv , Dv is the value of the variable
associated with agent ag at place p.
To express the dynamics and evolvement of AP-net, we assume that the AP-net may
be in any of a set of possible agent’s states. Each state occurs at a particular place with
different value assignments of the variables. For example, as shown in Figure 3, there
are n possible states s11 , s12 , . . . , s1n in place 1. These states occur at the same place 1,
but they have different value assignments.
To model the agent’s behavior at a particular state smi , we begin by considering a
possible world in which every possible agent’s behavior is represented as a path that
leads state smi to evolve into a new state smi+1 in the next place. As shown in Figure 3,
the agent “Jack” has three possible behaviors in the claim evaluation: he can grade the
evaluation result to be “good,” “bad,” or “busy.” Thus, three possible states at place 2
are connected to one of the states at place 1. In this case, we call state s11 the current
state, and s21 , s22 , s23 are future states. Each possible world of the agent represents
one possibility as to how the actual world can evolve depending on which behavior the
agent performs.
Definition 3 (Possible World). A possible world w is defined to be a 4-tuple, w =
{sc , S, C, R}, where sc is the current agent’s state; S is the set of possible future states in
the world; C is the set of the agent’s possible behaviors; and R is the set of relations on
the current state sc , agent behaviors C, and the future states S—that is, R ⊆ sc × C × S.
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Fig. 3. Possible states and possible worlds.

Fig. 4. A belief-accessible world.

We use belief-, desire-, and intention-accessibility relations to link different possible
worlds to model what a rational agent believes, desires, and intends in the current
state, respectively. The belief-accessible world, desire-accessible world, and intentionaccessible world represent the informational, motivational, and deliberative attitudes
of the agent, respectively. The basic idea is that if an agent desires some state and
believes that some behavior b can lead to the state, then the agent intends to do b. In
the following, we will formally define these three types of possible worlds and show
their connections with the event logs.
Definition 4 (Belief-Accessible World). A belief-accessible world is defined as a possible world that is possessed by an agent in which the agent believes that this possible
world could happen in the actual world.
A case instance in the event logs can be regarded as an agent’s possible world.
Figure 4 shows an example of a belief-accessible world generated from request 23. In
s0 , the agent believes that request 23’s requester is Jimmy, affiliation is organization
A, and its quality is 80. The agent believes there are three choices to carry out the
ACM Transactions on Management Information System, Vol. 5, No. 4, Article 20, Publication date: December 2014.
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Fig. 5. An intention-accessible world.

Fig. 6. Desire-accessible worlds.

evaluation task. These three possible behaviors lead state s0 to evolve into three future
states: s11 , s12 , and s13 with evaluation results of “good,” “bad,” and “busy,” respectively.
Definition 5 (Intention-Accessible World). An intention-accessible world is defined
as a possible world possessed by an agent that the agent intends to bring about.
The historical event logs record the actions that the agents (intend to) take. These
records can be used to derive intention-accessible worlds. For example, as shown in
Figure 5, the event logs show that the agent chooses to evaluate request 23 as “good.”
This selection has become an intention-possible world of the agent.
Definition 6 (Desire-Accessible World). A desire-accessible world is defined as a
possible world possessed by an agent that the agent desires to bring about.
The set of desire-accessible worlds is a superset of intention-accessible worlds, since
the agent will only (intend to) do things that he desires to do. For example, Figure 6
shows a set of desire-accessible worlds. The set contains all of the agent’s choices that
are recorded in the event log.
The process of goal mining is the learning process to categorize the desire-accessible
worlds according to several logical statements. A statement is a logical rule of the
domain data properties that can divide the case instances into several item sets. For
example, as shown in Figure 7, a statement ϕ is defined to be a logical rule quality ≥60,
thus request 13 is categorized as ϕ, and request 20 is categorized as ¬ϕ. The logical
statements ϕ and  have categorized the case instances into four possible worlds: w1 ,
w2 , w3, and w4 . As we can see, if both  and  are true (i.e., the proposal quality is
larger than 60 and the requester comes from organization A), the agent has desireaccessible world w1. In this case, we cannot find any case instances of s12 . Since the
agent does not want to grade the claim “bad,” there are only two possible states, s11
and s13 , in the desire-accessible world w1 .
Definition 7 (Goal). A goal is a statement ϕ denoted by Goalmi (ϕ) if and only if it is
true in all of its desire-accessible worlds in the state smi .
ACM Transactions on Management Information System, Vol. 5, No. 4, Article 20, Publication date: December 2014.
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Fig. 7. Categorizing desire-accessible worlds with statements.

In the preceding example, we see that at state s11 , the agent has a goal of Goals11 ( ∨
), because  ∨ ) is true in state s11 of all four desire-accessible worlds. This means
that the agent desires to grade the claim as good if the proposal quality is above 60 or
the requester comes from organization A.
We also find that state s13 is not relevant to  or  if we consider all four desireaccessible worlds together. This represents that the current data attributes cannot
explain why the agent graded the proposal as busy; there must be some other data
attributes that the agent desires in this state. We call this situation unexplored. If we
get the explicit expression of the goal in a state, then we say that we have explored the
goal in this state. If all of the data attributes have been used and the goal in a state
is still unexplored, then we can regard the agent’s behavior in this state as random
behavior.
Definition 8 (Explored and Unexplored). If there exists a statement ϕ, Goalmi (ϕ)
holds true, then the goal of state smi has been explored. Otherwise, the goal of state smi
is still unexplored.
Now the problem can be formulized as discovering the goals in the agent’s desireaccessible worlds.
4. DISCOVERING THE AGENT’S GOAL

To discover the agent’s goal, we propose an approach to discover the agent’s desireaccessible worlds from the agent’s previous activities. We base this on the assumption
that if the agent has chosen an activity, he knows the effects of his activity and believes
that performing this activity can achieve his goal. Thus, we can learn the agent’s goal
by classifying the agent’s activities by situation. In other words, the agent’s activities
(intention-accessible worlds) are respectively in a part of the agent’s desire-accessible
worlds, which can be identified using machine learning methods.
We adapt the decision tree algorithm (C4.5) to construct the desire-accessible worlds
using the concept of information entropy. Figure 8 shows the process to discovering the
goal of agent “Jack.” First, we first categorize the case instances by Jack’s evaluation
results: “good,” “bad,” and “busy.” This will form a tree structure where the branches
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Fig. 8. Mining agents’ goals from the case instances.

represent Jack’s possible behaviors. Second, we categorize the case instances by the
data attributes on which Jack bases his decision. The selection of data attributes
is based on the criteria of information gain, which calculates the efficiency of data
attributes in splitting its dataset. In this process, the branches of the agent’s behaviors
may decrease, because there is no case instance in that branch of behavior in that
category. This represents that the agent does not desire to choose that behavior in the
situation. The categorizing process will stop when all states have explored goals or all
data attributes have been used in the categorizing process.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the general algorithm for exploring agents’
goals. The inputs of the algorithm are the event logs with domain data and the agentoriented Petri net that is discovered from process mining algorithms. The outputs of
this algorithm are the agents’ goals at each state. The algorithm is composed of four
phases. In phase 1, we form a set of state instances from the event logs and domain
data. In phase 2, we continue to construct the possible worlds from the state instances
discovered in phase 1. In phase 3, we learn the BDI-accessible relationships between
the possible worlds discovered in phase 2. In phase 4, we explore the goal from the
desire-accessible world.
5. CASE STUDY

To evaluate the approach, we performed a case study based on simulation of the running
example to answer two questions. First, what is the accuracy of discovered goals?
Second, compared with traditional process mining, what additional implications can
be drawn from the proposed approach? With synthetic event logs and domain data, the
evaluation lends itself to verify the accuracy of the discovered goals, since the discovered
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ALGORITHM 1: Agent Goal Mining
Input:
a. An agent-oriented Petri net N = (P, T, F, Ag, V)
b. Event logs with domain data
Output:
Agent’s goal i,..j
Begin:
Phase 1: Forms a set of state instances from event logs with domain data
Given an AP-net N = (P, T, F, Ag, V) and domain data D = ∪vV U(v),
For each record of event log,
let p represent the place of the record, ag represent the originator of the log, and U:
V→D associate the domain data with the variables
then s = (ag, p, U) is an agent’s state instance of the AP-net
Phase 2: Constructs a set of possible worlds for each agent
For agent ag carrying out the activity t in the AP-net
If pi is the place before transaction t and pi+1 is the place after transaction t
Then si = (ag, pi , Ui ) and si+1 = (ag, pi+1 , Ui+1 ) forms a possible world wi = {si , {si ,
si+1 }, t, si × t × si+1 } of agent ag, si is the current state of the possible world, t is the
behavior, and si+1 is the future state, t leads the si evolve into si+1 .
Phase 3: Learns the desire-accessible worlds D
For each possible world wi for the agent i at state instance s
Agent i believes wi is true at the state instance, thus, wi is a belief-accessible world
of agent i at state si
Agent i chooses wi in the actual process, thus wi is an intention-accessible world of
agent i at state si
Construct a set of desire-accessible worlds D from the union of intention-accessible
worlds
Phase 4: Explore goals from desire-accessible worlds D
For each data attribute v, find the normalized information gain from splitting on v
Create a statement i that splits the desire-accessible worlds by the attribute with
the highest information gain
Recurs until all states have explored goals i,..j or all data attributes have been used
in the categorizing process.
Return i,..j
goals can be compared with the designed goals of the rational agent according to which
the event logs have been generated.
5.1. Simulation Settings

The simulation was developed using Jadex (Pokahr et al. 2005), which is a reasoning
engine that allows for programming intelligent software agents in a BDI framework.
As shown later in Figure 10, when the case application starts, agents are activated and
registered at the directory facilitator (DF) of the Jadex platform. We design several
types of intelligent agents to carry out the tasks in the running example. Figure 9
shows some example code in the agent definition file (ADF) of Jadex. An ADF is an
XML file that can be loaded in the Jadex platform to create a BDI agent containing
relevant properties (e.g., beliefs, goals, plans) defined in the ADF. The Jadex reasoning
engine starts the deliberation process by considering the goals requested by the agent.
Once the agent pursues a goal, some predefined plans will be selected to achieve the
goal.
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Fig. 9. Simulation settings in the Jadex platform.

As shown in Table II, we developed three types of agents: assigner, reviewer, and
payer. In particular, we design several features in the simulation to reflect the uncertainty, dynamic, and changing environment in reality. First, it should be noted that the
reviewer agent has a precision rate to inspect the request quality. For example, Tony
would assign “bad” if the inspection score is below 60 and it has a precision rate of
95%. If a request’s quality is 62, the inspection score from agent 1 would be a stochastic number between 58.9 (equals 62∗ (1–5%)) and 65.1 (equals 62∗ (1+5%)). Thus, this
request has a probability to be evaluated as “bad” even if its real quality is above 60.
Second, if there is a goal to check affiliation, we set an 80% chance that this goal will
be triggered. For example, Jack has a goal to check affiliation when he is reviewing the
proposal. There is a probability of 80% that he will consider the affiliation in his review
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Table II. Design of the Agents
Type
Assigner

Name
Assigner

Beliefs
• Available reviewers
(results from DF
search)
• A set of loan claims

Goals
• Assign reviewer
• DF search

Reviewer

Jack

• Loan claim (from
assigner)
• My schedule (not
available on Monday in
2010; Tuesday in 2011;
Wednesday in 2012)
• My affiliation (Org. A in
2010; Org. B in 2011;
Org. C in 2012)

•
•
•
•
•

David

• Loan claim
• My schedule (not
available on Tuesday in
2010; Wednesday in
2011; Thursday in
2013)
• My affiliation (Org. B in
2010; Org. C in 2011;
Org. F in 2012)
• Loan claim
• My schedule (not
available on Wednesday
in 2010; Thursday in
2011; Friday in 2012)
• My affiliation (Org. C in
2010; Org. D in 2011;
Org. E in 2012)

• Same as above

• Loan claim
• My schedule (not
available on Thursday
in 2010; Friday in 2011;
Saturday in 2012)
• My affiliation (Org. D in
2010; Org. E in 2012;
Org. F in 2013)

•
•
•
•

Monica

John

Check schedule
Check quality
Check affiliation
Give result
Keep registered
on DF

• Same as above

Check schedule
Check quality
Give result
Keep registered
on DF

Plans
• DF search (get
available reviewer
names from DF)
• Select reviewer (if the
claim’s result is busy or
none, randomly select
an available reviewer)
• Deliver the loan claims
to the reviewer
• Keep registered on DF
(publish my schedule
and my affiliation)
• Check time (get the
request time and my
schedule)
• Inspect quality (inspect
the quality with a
precision rate of 95%)
• Inspect affiliation
(return requester’s
affiliation)
• Give result
(if request time equals
my schedule, give
“busy”; else if quality
score ≥60 or affiliation
equals my affiliation,
give “good”; else give
“bad”)
• Same as above

• Keep registered on DF
• Check time
• Inspect quality
• Inspect affiliation
Give result (if request
time equals my schedule,
give “busy”; else if quality
score ≥65 or affiliation
equals my affiliation, give
“good”; else give “bad”)
• Keep registered on DF
• Check time
• Inspect quality
• Give result (if request
time equals my
schedule, give “busy”;
else if quality score
≥70, give “good”; else
give “bad”)
(Continued)
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Table II. Continued

Type

Payer

Name
Tony

Beliefs
• Loan claim
• My schedule (not
available on Friday in
2010; Saturday in 2011;
Sunday in 2012)
• My affiliation (Org. E in
2010; Org. F in 2011;
Org. A in 2012)

Payer

• A set of loan claims

•
•
•
•

Goals
Check schedule
Check quality
Give result
Keep registered
on DF

• Issue payment

Plans
Keep registered on DF
Check time
Inspect quality
Give result (if request
time equals my
schedule, give “busy”;
else if quality score
≥60, give “good”; else
give “bad”)
• Get result
• Issue payment (if result
equals good, pay)

•
•
•
•

Fig. 10. Snapshot of the domain data (request cases) and the event log.

process and a probability of 20% that he will not let the affiliation affect his decision.
Third, the agent’s affiliation and schedule are changing every year. For example, in
2010, John’s schedule in on Monday, and his affiliation is Org. A; in 2011, his schedule
is changed to 2011, and his affiliation is changed to Org. B. Fourth, we assign different
evaluation criteria to the agents. For instance, Tony will assign “good” if the score is
above 60, whereas John will assign “good” if the score is above 70. These evaluation
criteria are predefined by our design, but they are unobservable.
We generate 10,000 request cases. Every request case has an affiliation, which is
randomly assigned from A to F; the date is generated by a stochastic process from
2010-01-01 to 2012-12-30; the quality is a random number ranging from 0 to 100.
When carrying out the simulation, if the loan claim is graded as “busy,” it will be
reassigned to the reviewer the next day. Figure 10 shows the snapshot of the domain
data and the event log that is generated from the simulation.
5.2. Mining the Agent Goals

Our task is to discover the external reviewers’ goals from the event log and the domain
data. Given a goal (e.g., a rule: A→B), we use “support” to represent the generality
of the rule, “confidence” and “lift” to represent the reliability of the rule, according
to the survey of Geng and Hamilton [2006] on interestingness measures for data
mining. The support is defined as the probability P(AB), which means the proportion of transactions A→B in the dataset. The confidence is the probability P(B|A) =
P(AB)/P(A), which means the ratio of the number of transactions A→B to the number of
transactions that include all items in the antecedent (i.e., A). Lift is a measure of
P(B|A)/P(B) = P(AB)/(P(A) × P(B)), which means the ratio of confidence to the unconditional probability of the consequent. We list discovered rules with the measures of
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Table III. Discovered Goals of the BDI Agents
Name
Jack

David

Monica

John

Tony

Goal
(Quality  61 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation) ∧
Date = my_schedule → result = good
Quality < 61 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation ∧ Date
= my_schedule → result = bad
Date = my_schedule → result = busy
(Quality  60 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation) ∧
Date = my_schedule → result = good
Quality < 60 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation ∧ Date
= my_schedule → result = bad
Date = Tuesday → result = busy
(Quality  65 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation) ∧
Date = my_schedule → result = good
Quality < 65 ∧ Affiliation = my_affiliation ∧ Date
= my_schedule → result = bad
Date = my_schedule → result = busy
Quality  70 ∧ Date = my_schedule → result =
good
Quality < 70 ∧ Date = my_schedule → result =
bad
Date = my_schedule → result = busy
Quality  60 ∧ Date = my_schedule → result =
good
Quality <60 ∧ Date = my_schedule → result =
bad
Date = my_schedule → result = busy

Support
0.42804

Confidence
0.95442

Lift
2.18296

0.42470

0.97885

2.19896

0.11765
0.40746

1
0.94094

8.5
2.28982

0.42003

0.99181

2.22578

0.14348
0.36522

1
0.94231

6.96979
2.56269

0.45383

0.99456

2.08857

0.15611
0.24811

1
0.96041

6.40584
3.78942

0.58782

0.99100

1.65708

0.14851
0.32659

1
0.97558

6.73353
2.95599

0.50344

0.99321

1.94131

0.15835

1

6.31522

support, confidence, and lift in Table III. We find that the reviewer agents evaluate
the claims according to different criteria. For example, they are each “busy” on a different day. Jack, David, and Monica will check affiliation as well as quality. If either
the quality score is above a level or the requester’s affiliation is the same as that of the
reviewers, they will give “good” ratings. These results match the designed goal of the
BDI agents, thus proving the accuracy of our approach.
5.3. Business Process Improvement

In this section, we introduce the evaluation of the current business process and how
to improve the business process based on our discovered results. The mining results
shows that some reviewers (e.g., Jack, David, and Monica) will evaluate the requests as
“good” if the requesters’ affiliations are the same as theirs, even if the proposal qualities
are low. This illustrates that the current business process is not effective, since the
process goal is to issue payment for the quests according to their proposal quality.
Furthermore, the current business process is not efficient neither. There are many
times that the reviewers assigned the results as busy because the dates conflict with
their schedules. Therefore, here we design two measures to evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the current business process:
Effectiveness = 1 −

Number o f requests wrongly graded
.
Number o f request

Efficiency =

Number o f requests
.
Times of evaluation
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Table IV. Means (Standard Deviations) of Effectiveness and Efficiency

Approaches
Original business process
Improved business process with
best-performer–based approach
Improved business process with goal
mining–based approach

Effectiveness
0.9362067 (4.086161e-06)
0.9847533 (1.281195e-06)

Efficiency
0.8552314 (8.057216e-06)
0.8748584 (5.482588e-06)

0.9849138 (4.85431e-06)

1.0 (0)

Using these measures, we evaluate the business process simulated in previous section.
Specifically, two problems can be identified in this process.
First, requests with a low proposal quality have been issued payment, which causes
the ineffectiveness of the business process. As shown in Formula (1), the measure
of effectiveness is a number between 0 and 1. A measure of 0 represents the most
ineffective, whereas 1 is the most effective. However, there are three of the reviewers
who have the goal to grade the claim as “good” if the request comes from the same
affiliation as theirs, regardless of quality. In the current business process, Jack has
wrongly graded 191 requests (includes wrongly grading as “good” to 176 requests with
quality scores that are less than 60, and wrongly grading as “bad” to 15 requests
with quality scores that are higher than 60). David’s number of wrong cases is 187,
and Monica’s is 184. Therefore, the effectiveness of the current business process is
calculated as 0.9363:
191 + 187 + 184 + 34 + 41
Effectivenessoriginal business process = 1 −
= 0.9363
10000
Second, there are some requests that have been reviewed by more than one reviewer,
which causes the inefficiency of the business process. Formula (2) shows that the
measure of efficiency is a number between 0 and 1. A measure of 0 is the most inefficient,
whereas 1 is the most efficient. Reviewers will grade the proposal as “busy” if the
request is received during their busy time. Because of the “busy” cases, the time of
evaluation is 11,714, whereas the total number of requests is 10,000. This leads the
efficiency of the current business process to be measured as 0.8538:
10000
= 0.8538
11714
To improve the original business process and solve the problems mentioned earlier,
we design two approaches to improve the mechanisms of reviewer assignment: a benchmark approach and a goal mining–based approach. The benchmark approach is to assign a request to the best-performing reviewer who has the least wrongly graded cases.
For instance, in the preceding example, Tony is the best-performing reviewer, since he
only has eight wrongly graded cases, which is the least among the five reviewers. The
goal mining–based approach is based on two steps. First, the reviewer-assigning agent
can check the requester’s affiliation and never assign a request to the reviewer with
the same affiliation. Second, the agent can check the reviewer’s busy time and never
assign a request to a reviewer during that time.
To check whether the approaches have significantly improved the effectiveness and
efficiency of the business process, we repeat the simulation 30 times. The results of
means and standard deviations of effectiveness and efficiency are shown in Table IV.
Table V summarizes the statistical results from the simulations. Comparing the
means of effectiveness, we observe that both the best-performer–based approach and
the goal mining–based approach have significantly improved the effectiveness of the
original business process. The best-performer–based approach has improved the means
of effectiveness from 0.9362067 to 0.9847533 (t = 114.773, p < 0.05), whereas the goal
Efficiencyoriginal business

process

=
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Table V. Independent t-Test of Effectiveness and Efficiency
Measure
Effectiveness

Efficiency

Hypothesis
Best-performer–based approach >
Original business process
Goal mining–based approach >
Original business process
Goal mining–based approach >
Best-performer–based approach
Best-performer–based approach >
Original business process
Goal mining–based approach >
Original business process
Goal mining–based approach >
Best-performer–based approach

Result
t = 114.773, p-value<2.2e-16, supported
t = 149.861, p-value<2.2e-16, supported
t = 0.9474, p-value = 0.356, not supported
t = 29.2152, p-value<2.2e-16, supported
t = 279.3461, p-value<2.2e-16, supported
t = 292.7315, p-value<2.2e-16, supported

mining–based approach has improved it to 0.9849138 (t = 149.861, p < 0.05). The
effectiveness does not equal 1 because some requests were wrongly graded due to
reviewers’ inspection errors. However, the goal mining–based approach has not been
shown to be significantly superior to the best-performer–based approach in terms of
improving the effectiveness (t = 0.9474, p = 0.356 > 0.05). This is because the bestperformer–based approach has selected the reviewer who has the least wrongly graded
cases. In our simulation settings, this approach has ruled out those reviewers who
may intentionally grade wrongly because of the requesters’ affiliations. Comparing
the means of efficiency, we find that the goal mining–based approach has significantly
improved the efficiency from 0.8552314 to 1.0 (t = 279.3461, p < 0.05). We also find
a significant improvement in efficiency by the best-performer–based approach (t =
29.2152, p < 0.05). This is because in our simulation settings, requests will be sent
to another reviewer on the second day if it is assigned as “busy.” The request may
possibly be sent to another “busy” reviewer at the original business process. In the
best-performer–based approach, the reviewer will be always free on the second day if
he or she is busy on the first day. Therefore, the best-performer–based approach also
significantly reduces the “busy” cases in our simulation settings. The goal mining–
based approach is significantly superior to the best-performer–based approach (t =
292.7315, p < 0.05). This is because in the goal mining–based approach, there is no
“busy” case, and every request will only be reviewed once.
6. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose an approach to mine real-world agents’ goals in executed
business processes using event logs and domain data. To the best of our knowledge, our
research is the first to study the difference between process goals and agents’ goals,
which is one of the major causes of inconsistencies between the design and execution
of business processes. The proposed approach extends the conformance-checking theories by providing an innovative framework to model, discover, and analyze real-world
agents’ goals in executed business processes. Moreover, this study contributes to the
business process design literature on the mechanism design of task assignment from
a goal perspective. From a practical perspective, our study provides stakeholders with
an effective tool, including a knowledge representation framework and a goal mining
algorithm, to model and discover the agents’ goals. It provides a foundation to develop
real-time monitoring systems for agents’ goals in the actual execution of business
processes, as well as decision supports for the effective and efficient task assignment
in business process design.
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In addition, this study has several limitations. First, the proposed approach assumes
that the agent can achieve the goals without assistance. However, the fulfillment of the
agent’s goal may depend on other agents’ behaviors. Our future research will investigate how to improve our model of agents’ goals by considering various interdependent
relationships among agents. Second, the evaluation study in this research set the
agents with predefined goals. In the future, we will try to use more complex real-world
scenarios in the evaluation of the proposed goal mining approach.
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